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GLOSSARY
ACPDT	 Advanced Crew Procedures Development Techniques Study,
Contract NAS 9-14354
Batch	 PPP control mode which uses punish card inputs to control
the program operations.
CCA	 Contract Change Authorization
CDC	 Control Data Corporation
CPDT	 Crew Procedures Development Technique Study,
Contract NAS 9-13660
Criterion Data Stored parameter values which are used to measure the
performance of the vehicle and crew
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
CUE A reference identifier initiated by the PPP user to
facilitate data retrieval and review at a specified time
during a run.
Data Base The collection of data-that is internally accessible by
the PPP and on which the PPP operates.	 Segments of the
PPP data base are identified as: 	 1) Hollerith Statements
Fata; 2) Numerical and Criterion Data, 3) Format
Descriptors, and 4) Reference Procedures —Data_____
Difference A combination of the following data:	 Hold Configuration.
Procedure Difference, Switch Configuration Difference, Sequence
Difference, Detailed Difference Summary, and Summary
Procedures Difference
FDF Flight Data File
Format The arrangement and general makeup of a data output dis-
play as seen by the PPP user.
Format Descriptor A complete set of user oriented, PPP recognizable,
instructions that define a dis p lay format in its entirety.
FMT Alphanumeric Format
GDP Generalized Documentation Processor
GFM Graphic Format
vi
1	 l_	 l
A magnetic tape containing data recorded from an ArftiRl
SPS-transfer supplies the Jata transfer to the
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Hollerith	 Computer representation 9f alphanumeric characters.
I.D.	 Identification number
Interactive	 PPP control mode which uses either CDC 211 or CDC 243
interactive terminal inputs to control the program
operations.
Nonreal Time	 PPP program mode when processing PPP Initialization data,
stored SPS data, and PPP Post-Run data:
Performance Data That data which is the "delayed" result of crew action
(e.g., vehicle attitude, airspeed, and sink rate).
Performance Data presented by the PPP to provide a measure of crew
Evaluation Data performance.
PPP Procedures and Performance Program
PPP User The PPP user is identified as a Procedures Developer
during a procedures generation type run and as an SPS
Instructor during a training exercise.
Procedures Collection of Hollerith statements in a specified format
(e.g., detailed procedures, checklists, cue cards, and
summary procedures).
Procedures Data That data which is the "immediate" result of crew action
(e.g., switch settings, keyboard entries, and control
deflections).
Real-Time PPP program mode when processing data from an SPS actual
or simulated transfer.
`as
Reference Data
Run
Run Data
SPS
SPS Actual Transfer
SPS Simulated
Transfer
Procedures Data from a previous SPS run used as the nominal
time history reference for difference comparisons.
SPS real time operation (actual or simulated).
Data which is stored by the PPP and represents procedures
data and performance data from a SPS run. These data are
adequate for the construction of all PPP formats.
Shuttle Procedures Simulator
SPS program is active and generating the data transferred
to the PPP.
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Training Data	 Data which tracks the training instructors PPP operations
and tracks the SPS utilization.
Tutorial Display	 A display that contains ieformation to instruct or "tutor"
the user in the operation of the PPP.
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ABSTRACT
The Advanced Crew Procedures Development Techniques (ACPDT) Study has
resulted in the development of an operational computer program, the
Procedures and Performance Program (PPP), which provided a procedures
recording and crew/vehicle performance monitoring capability presently
used in conjunction with the Systems Management Simulation version
of the Shuttle Procedures Simulator (SPS).
The PPP, formerly referred to as the Procedures Generation Program (PGP),
provides real time CRT displays (alphanumeric and graphica.) and post-
run hardcopy of procedures, difference procedures (actual vs. reference),
performance, performance evaluation, and training script/training status
data. During post-run, the program is designed to support evaluation
through the reconstruction of displays to any point in time. A perma-
nent record of the simulation exercise can be obtained via hardcopy
output of the display data, and via magnetic tape transfer to the
Generalized Documentation Processor (GDP)._ Reference procedures data
may be transferred from the GDP to the PPP.
a
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1	 Section 1
INTRODUCTION
This report presents the final results of the Advanced ;rew Procedures
Development Techniques Study conducted for the Johnson Space Center of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under contract
NAS 9-14354. The study has been performed by the McDonnell Douglas
Technical Services Company, Inc., Houston Astronautics Division.
A synopsis of the tasks performed and technical accomplishments is
presented in Section 2. Conclusions and recommendations are discussed in
Section 3. An annotated bibliography of the study documentation is
presented in Section 4.
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Section 2
TECHNICAL SYNOPSIS
The purpose of this study was to modify the baseline Procedures and
Performance Program/Shuttle Procedures Simulator (PPP/SPS) system
developed under Contract NAS 9-13660 and prov`de the software integration
of two additional terminal devices: (1) an advanced interactive graphics
terminal, and (2) the terminal currently in use with the Generalized
Document Processor (GDP). This hardware was added to provide the benefits
of using advanced hardware systems for the flight techniques and procedures
development for the Shuttle program.
The PPP data base was to be modified and maintained relative to the cap-
abilities of the PPP/SPS system. This included the addition of graphics
format descriptors for the simulated SPS mission phases and updates to
the Hollerith switch labels to accommodate changes in the SPS crew station
configuration.
An interpretive software routine was to be developed which provided the
capability to transfer procedures data tapes between the GDP and PPP.
Other major tasks to be accomplished during the study included 1) recon-
struction of onboard CRT displays, 2) PPP modifications to accommodate a
new computer operating system, 3) PPP modifications to accommodate planned
SPS capabilities updates, and 4) PPP updates to incorporate expanded design
requirements.
Studies were to be performed which investigated the application of the PPP
to the field of commercial aviation, and requirements were.to be identified
for the adaptation of PPP to other simulator systems.
Finally, a demonstration of the PPP capabilities, user training, and up-
dates to existing program documentation were required.
2-1
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These activities were successfully completed during the contract perform-
ance period. The remaining subsections describe the capabilities of the
currently operational PPP system, and summarize the technical accomplish-
ments of the various tasks performed during the study.
2.1 PPP CAPABILITIES DESCRIPTION
The Procedures and Performance Program (PPP) capabilities provide real-
time CRT outputs and post-run hardcopy outputs of various data associated
with SPS operations. These outputs provide valuable information to
simulation, training, and procedures development personnel. The follow-
ing highlights information available and possible usage for each group.
Using the PPP, simulation personnel can verify, crew station control
inputs and corresponding hardware and software output responses. Alpha-
numeric procedures data generated by the PPP, provide a record of crew
station input/output discrete interaction. These data are time tagged
and therefore provide an indication of the reaction time between input
and output. Alphanumeric and graphical performance data generated by
the PPP, provide a record of the simulated vehicle dynamic characteristics.
These data, also time tagged, when combined with the procedures data,
represent vital documentation for SPS hardware and software verification.
The recording and subsequent hardcopy output of PPP generated data also
provide maintenance personnel firm documentation of simulator problems.
Problems during simul.ator operations can be easily duplicated without
guessing what prior operations occurred. Finally the PPP recording of
simulator operations provides documentation on SPS utilization.
Training personnel can utilize the PPP in many different ways. Prior
to each training exercise, the instructor can verify the proper initial
SPS crew station configuration. During an exercise, crew operations
and v^hicle responses are monitored and, if desired, may be compared
against an established reference. The reference procedures data provide
a check on how closLly the crew is following the established operating
procedures and the performance evaluation data provide an indication of
whether the run is within pre-established criterion for various vehicle
parameters. PPP data are available which indicate the crews responsiveness
2-2
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.II
to vehicle malfunction indications. This read-time data give the
training personnel the ability to closely control training sessions,;
thus allowing early termination of sessions which do not appear con-
structive. The post-run output provides documentation for crew de-
briefings and subsequent reviews of a training exercise. Here again,;
recording simulator operation provides documentation on SPS utilization
and also of crew training activities.
Procedures development personnel can utilize the PPP for procedural
techniques development and procedures development. Using an abbreviated
timeline the procedures developer operates the SPS and then uses the per-
formance data to check and verify the response to new techniques. The
PPP recorded procedures data then provide the initial procedures document-
ation. Subsequent runs may be made to refine the newly developed pro-
cedures with the updated procedures immediately documented. Magnetic
tape output of the procedures data also provide for direct transfer to
the Generalized Documentation Processor (GDP). The GDP then provides
the capability to finalize the procedures for Flight Data File (FDF)
documentation. Another item worth noting is the consistency of FDF
document nomenclature; since all nomenclature is generated from one
source, the PPP data base.
2.2 PPP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The PPP is a digital computer program and associated hardware system
designed to operate in conjunction with the SPS in a real-time mode,
During real-time, the PPP accepts actual SPS data transfers or simulated
transfers where a magnetic tape represents the SPS data; then monitors,
processes, and stores this SPS run data. The system also operates in a
non-real time mode for PPP initialization, data reconstruction, and
post-run processing. PPP user control is through the interactive control
and display stations (either the CDC 211 or CDC 243 terminal) or batch
inputs via punch cards. Monitor capability is provided on the CDC 211
or CDC 243 CRT and on hardcopy outputs.. The PPP also provides for data
transfer to the GDP and for procedures data transfer from the GDP via
magnetic tape. The PPP , Flig'ht Display Unit contains a Norden CRT, Norden
2-3
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Keyboard, and a rotary switch which allows the PPP user to monitor the
SPS crew station CRT's, direct a display to the left crew station CRT,
or call up any SPS flight display independent.of the SPS crew station
selection. A function keybox provides six switches to key various PPP
functions. Presently only two of the keys are operational. One, the
CUE key, inserts the time when the CUE key is depressed into the PPP
real-time data stream to facilitate returning to a specific data point.
The other, the FREEZE key,.is used to terminate the real-time CDC 211
or CDC 243 CRT display update.
Figure 2-1 presents a functional description of the PPP system and its
interfaces with the SPS and GDP.
2.3 TASK DESCRIPTIONS/ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The following subsections present a technical summary of each task per-
formed during the contract period of performance. Included is a brief
summary of the objectives and significant technical accomplishments of
each task.
2.3.1 Data Processing Studies
The purpose of these studies were to monitor the computer program develop-
ment effort in the areas of data file processing techniques and PPP core/
time utilization, and to make appropriate design and program modification
recommendations when critical problems became apparent.
Two studies were conducted to monitor the core and CPU time utilization
of the PPP. The results of these studies were used to identify any
potential or existing problem areas; make appropriate design and program
modifications where required, and verify that the PPP was operating
within its design constraints.
Core Uti i_i zati on Study
This study was necessitated, primarily, due to the increased amount of
core and storage -locations needed to support the . SPS after the addition
of ADLC2 discretes. At the time the study was undertaken, the PPP was
s
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OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 2-1	 PPP/SPS/GDP Functional Diagram
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already slightly above its original design gaol for core utilization.
This in itself was not critical, however, the amount of new software
necessary to process the ADLC2 discretes was sizeable and became a
prohibitive factor. In addition, the initial design of the PPP called
for an event descriptor (English language description) of each discrete
to be available, in core, for the Formatter modules. Under these con-
ditions, approximately 12,2008 additional words of core were required
to provide the needed support.
The problem was rectified through program modification and design change.
First, all unnecessary software was removed from the primary 0,0 overlay.
Since ADLC2 discretes must be processed in the 0,0 overlay, the additional
core required here had a direct impact on the overall core requirement.
Additional overlays were added, where necessary, and existing overlays
were restructured. Secondly, the size of the data buffers, located in
the labeled common block section of the 0,0 overlay were reduced to the
minimum size possible with guarantee of no data loss. The most signifi-
cant savings was secured by changing the desi gn philosophy of the event
descriptors. Instead of being stored in a 36001 0 word array, all event
descriptors were stored on a file with one 6 word record containing the
on/off description for each discrete. No changes were required to the
Processor modules and only minor changes were needed by the Formatter.
modules. This design change resulted in a core savings of approximately
70003 words and the added advantage of increased flexibility of the PPP
to handle new discretes as they are added or modified. figure 2-2
presents the resulting PPP core sizing data which resulted from the core
reduction effort.
CPU Time Utilization_Stu_dy
This study was undertaken to verify that the amount of CPU time utilized
by the PPP for real-time data processing was within the design goal
established by the SPS Resources Control Board. The real-time data
processing of the PPP includes the REAL-TIME Interface Module, the
Procedures - Processor Module, the Performance Evaluation Processor Module,
and the Difference Procedures Processor Module. The basic computational
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requirements of these modules are to (1) receive and process the raw
data from the SPS, (2) store the processed data for display by the PPP
Formatter Modules during the PPP Major Cycle processing, and (3) request
mass storage of the processed data arrays during the Real-time I/O Cycle.
A complete analysis should have concentrated on the determination of
processing time for each of these modules. However, the SPS - Systems
Management Simulation used for real-time checkout of the PPP does not
provide dynamic performance data; therefore, the CPU timing data analysis
that was performed concentrated on the PPP modules which operate on pro-
cedures data transferred from the SPS. Since the Difference Procedures
Processor module was being updated to correspond to the most recent
SPS-SM data transfer buffer, the analysis did not include timing data
for the Difference Procedures Module.
The SPS - Systems Management Simulation was used to obtain data for the
Real-time Interface Module and to obtain timing data for the various
processing paths within the Procedures Processor which corresponds to
the different types of switches (crew operations) and the variation of
their location in the SPS transfer buffer. Figure 2-3 presents the
CPU timing data obtained.from this analysis. It was difficult to obtain
exact timing data for each option; therefore, in most cases a range
(minimum to maximum) is presented.
2.3.2 PPP_Program Support Data
The purpose of this task was to develop the data necessary to support
the design, development and documentation of the digital computer pro-
gram, PPP. The scope of the activity included: 1) development of PPP
user requirements, 2) CRT display format definition, 3) maintenance of
the PPP database, 4) coordination and definition of the SPS to PPP data
transfer, 5) PPP program description documentation, 6) PPP Users Guide
documentation, and 7) PPP Math Flow Chart documentation. Details of
these activities are summarized in the following discussions.
MDC W0011
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Figure 2-3 CPU Timing Analysis Data
PPP VODULE - TIMING DATA DESCRIPTION CPU TIMING UNITS
OCTAL
CPU TIME
M SEC
REAL TIME INTERFACE MODULE 7 - 10 1.792 - 2.048
PROCEDURES PROCESSOR, MODULE
ADLC1 INPUT DISCRETES
a 2 POSITION SNITCHES 4 - 6 1.024 - 1.536
e 2 POSITIONMOMENTARY SNITCHES 20 - 30 4.096 - 6.144
e 3 POSITION SWITCHES - CONTINUOUS 4 - 5 1.024 - 1.280
0 3 POSITION SWITCHES - SPLIT POSITION 5 1.280
e ROTARY SWITCHES 31 6.4
e SHELLY MODE SNITCHES 20 4.096
c SHELLY SNITCHES 17 - 21 3.840 - 4.352
ADLC2 INiPUT DISCRETES
e 2 POSITION SNITCHES 13 2.816
e 2 POSITION t;OMENTARY SWITCHES 26 - 30 5.632 - 6.144
0 3 POSITION! SNITCHES - CONTINUOUS 6 1.536
6 3 POSITION S•ITCHES - SPLIT POSITION 11	 - 16 2.304 - 3.584
ADLC2 OUTPUT DISCRETES 26 - 27 5.632 - 5.888
NOTE: (1) MAX CPU TIME UTILIZATION! = REAL-TIME INTERFACE + PROCEDURES PROCESSOR
DATA = 10 8 + 31 8 UNITS = 8.448 M SEC
(2) ALTHOUGH THE MAX. CPU TIME RESULTING FROM THIS ANALYSIS IP.DICATES
THE PPP UTILIZATION IS WITHIN! THE DESIGN CONSTRAINT (11.520 M .SEC),
THIS ANALYSIS DOES NOT REFLECT THE PROCESSING TIMIE FOR THE DIFFERENCE
PROCEDURES, PERFORMANCE DATA, OR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCESSORS.
2-9
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PPP Requirements Definition
The initial requirements of the PPP were developed and documented under
the CPDT Study, Contract NAS 9-13660. McDonnell Douglas Report
MDC E1006 presented these requirements in complete_detail__for the
eventual desired capability of the operational PPP. A portion of these
requirements were implemented in the CPDT study to demonstrate the
feasibility, and the remainder were to be implemented during the ACPDT
Study.
One of the initial activities of the ACPDT Study was a review and analysis
of the un-implemented requirements, and an identification of requirements
not specified in the previous study. PPP Working Paper No. 14 documented
a portion of this activity. This working paper details the requirements
of the CPDT Study which were not incorporated and were determined to be
no longer valid or desirable for implementation. The supporting ration-
ale for their deletion is presented.
The requirements for the ACPDT version of the PPP were documented in
McDonnell Douglas Report MDC W1006. Included is an identification of
new requirements and a re-specification of old requirements to be
implemented during the ACPDT Study.
Various PPP and desirable SPS capabilities are presented in ttr2 ACPOT
requirements document. Section 2 presented the requirements for up-
3
dating the data transfers to conform to the latest SPS crew station
configuration. Also presented are some design goals, dependent upon
SPS capabilities, which would improve the PPP operational capabilities.
Section 3 presented the usage of the design goal SPS checkpoint resets.
Additional capabilities for CDC 211 operations were discussed in Section
4. These capabilities included construction of formats not initially
implemented for PPP operations, crew station configuration checks prior
to simulation runs, reconstruction of previous PPP displays, and train-
ing data which provided an instructor with training scripts and the
1
status of each crewmans' training. Section 5 presented the graphical
;a
capabilities of the new CDC 243 graphics terminal. Included in this
section are the C.DC 243 display capabilities, format construction,
2-10
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display construction, display reconstruction and the interface commands
for user operation. Section 6 presented the'-two methods of data transfer
between the GDP and PPP. The first method is.via magnetic tape and the
second is via a GDP Hazeltine terminal. Section 7 presented the various
output capabilities of the PPP. Finally, Section 8 presented some
miscellaneous items which covered the PPP data base, fast-time operations,
and user control operations in the batch mode.
CRT Display Definition
As a result of the requirements definition activities, and the requested
support of the PPP in conjunction with the SPS systems management simu-
lation, a modified PPP display tree was developed during this contract.
Figure 2-4 presents the current definition of the alphanumeric displays
available. A separate display tree, shown in Figure 2-5 was developed for
the graphical displays. Appendix A is included for further definition of
the data output available on the alphanumeric formats during real time.
I	 PPP Data Base
The initial design of the PPP data base consisted of the definition of
Hollerith statements data (data reflecting the SPS crew station nomen-
clature, Shuttle mission events and various miscellaneous statements),
numerical data for difference procedures cc.gparison criteria, and data
specifying the PPP dis play formats. The initial PPP design provided these
data as random access file data that are read into core when needed. Sep-
arate records were provided on this file for each of the display format
descriptors and one 3500 word record for the Hollerith statements and
difference procedures data.
In the progress of the ACPDT contract, four events occurred which re-
quired modification to the original data base design concept. These
events were: (1) the SPS crew station update to the 101 configuration,
(2) the decision to use the PPP to provide SPS Systems Management Simu-
lation data outputs, (3) the necessity to reduce PPP core utilization,
and (4) the incorporation of training statistic data labels to the data
base. Events 1, 2, and 4 would have expanded the initial data base
requirement from.3500 words to an almost unmanageable requirement. A
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Figure 2-4 PPP Alphanumeric Display Tree
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Figure 2-4 PPP Alphanumeric Display Tree (Continued)
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technique was implemented, however, that reduced this requirement to
a maximum of 6 words resident in core at any one time for the Hollerith
statement data. The design resulted in the definition of a new file
containing 1916 records. Each record may be accessed individually by
rewinding to the start of the file, skipping to the appropriate record,
and reading the desired 6 words into core. The resulting design of
the PPP statement data base is shown in Figure 2-6. Presented is the
structure, and devisions of the major elements of the PPP statements
data base.
Other modifications to the data base during this contract included the
addition of training statistics data and graphics format descriptors.
Details of these files, their structure, and further definition of the
PPP data base may be found in ACPDT Design Note No. 12, "Procedures and
Performance Program Description."
SPS Data Transfer Definition
The initial PPP design demonstrated under the CPDT contract monitored
approximately 360 switch discretes. The modifications to the SPS crew
station, and the decision to attach to the SPS-Systems Management Simu-
lation required the monitoring of a total of 1440 discrete parameters,
the addition of malfunction code words, and the addition of CRT format
numbers to the procedures data transfer buffer from the SPS to the PPP.
No modifications were defined for the initialization and performance
data buffers during this contract.
The final design of the SPS/PPP data transfer is summarized in Figures
2-7 thru 2-9. Figure 2-7 illustrates the transfer buffer, which is 59
words long, for the initialization data case and the run data case.
For each reset selection, the SPS/PPP buffer is loaded with the approp-
riate initialization data.
f
As the simulation goes to rung the transfer buffer is loaded with run
data by the SPS during each computation cycle. Figure 2-8 defines the
procedures data transfer. The data transferred is maximized by packing
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Figure 2-6 PPP Statements Data Base Structure
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Figure 2-6 PPP Statements Data Base Structure (continued)
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Figure 2-6 ..PPP Statements Data Base Structure (continued)
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Figure 2-6 PPP Statements Data Base Structure ( continued)
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Figure 2-7 SPS Data Transfer Buffer
(-1)	 INITIALIZATION FLAG (0)
12
3 2
4 3
5 4
6 INITIALIZATION 5
7 DATA 6 PERFORMANCE
8 7 DATA
10
(A)
9 (20 FRAMES)
11 10
12 11
13 12
14 13
15 14
_	
16.	
_ _
15
16
_17 _	
_....
118
19 2
20 3
21 4
22 INITIALIZATION_ 5
23 DATA 6
24 7
25 (E) 8
26 9
27 10
28 11
29 12
30 13
31 14
_.32. __.	 __	 ...	 _	 _. 15
16 PROCEDURES33	 -
34 17 DATA
35 18
36 19 (2 FRAMES)
37 20
38 INITIALIZATION 21
39 DATA 22
40 23
41 (C) 24
42 25
43 26
44 27
45 28
46 29
47 30
8_ 31
32_ 49	 __..
	
_-
50 33
51 NOT USED 34
52 35
53 36
54 37
55 38
56 39
57 40
58 41
59 42
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Figure 2-8 DEFINITION OF PROCEDURES DATA TRANSFER
}
INBUF PARAMETER
1l8ME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
1 TIME SIMULATION RUN TIME
2 IDISINI (1) ADLC#1 INPUT DISCRETES
3 IDISINI (2)
4 IDISINI (3)
5 IDISINI (4)
6 IDISINI (5)
7 IDISINNI (6)
8 SPARE
9 SPARE
10 SPARE	 RESERVED FOR A TO D VARIABLES
11 SPARE
12 RHC	 (1) ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER - PITCH
13 RHC	 (2) ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER. - ROLL
14 RHC	 (3) _ ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER - YAW
1 = HOLD
	
3 = OPERATE
15 MODESPS SPS MODE FLAG
	
2 = RESET 10 = ERROR
16 IDISIN2 ((1) ADLCm2 INPUT DISCRETES
w
17 IOISIN2 (2,)
18 IDISIN2 (3)
19 IDISIN2 (4)
20 IDISIN2 (5)
Cl 21 IDISIN2 .6_
-o -
22 IDISOT2 (1) ADLCn2 OUTPUT DISCPETES
23 IDISDT2 (2)
24 IDISOT2 (3)
25 IDISDT2 (4)
26 IDISOT2 (5)
27 IDISDT2 (6)
28 MAL	 (1) MALFUNCTION CODE WORD
29 MAL	 (2)_
30 NCRT	 (1) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - LEFT
31 NCRT	 (2) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - CENTER
32 NCRT	 (3) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - RIGHT
33 NCRT	 (4) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - MISSION SPECIALIST
34 NCRT	 (5) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - PGP
35 IDISOTI (1) ADLCW1 OUTPUT DISCRETES
36 IDISOTI (2)
I
37 IDISOTI ('3)
1
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Figure 2-8 DEFINITION " OF PROCEDURES DATA TRANSFER (continued)
INBUF PARAMETER
LOCATION NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
38 IDISOTI	 (4)
39 IDISOTI	 (5)
40 IDISOTI	 (6)
o0
- 41 SPARE
42 IFRAME FRAME _COUNTER
1 TI4E SR4ULATION RUN TIME
2 IDISINI	 (1) ADLC#I	 INPUT DISCRETES
3 IDISINI	 (2)
4 IDISINI	 (3)
5 IDISINI	 (4)
6 IDISINI	 (5)
7 IDISINI	 (6)
8 STEER NOSE WHEEL STEERING (OR RUDDER).
9 FLAP FLAPS (OR SPEED BRAKE)
10 BRAKE	 (1) LEFT WHEEL BRAKE
11 BRAKE	 (2) RIGHT WHEEL BRAKE
12 RHC	 (1) ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER- PITCH
13 RHC	 (2) ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER - ROLL
1.4 RHC	 (3  ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER, - YAW
1 = HOLD	 3 = OPERATE
15 MODESPS SPS MODE FLAG	 2 = RESET	 10 = ERROR,
16 IDISIN2	 (1) ADLC2 INPUT DISCRETES
17 IDISIN2
	
(2)
18 IDISIN2	 (3)
- 19 IDISIN2	 (4)
w
20 IDISIN2	 (5)
4 21 IDISIN2	 (6)
22 IDISOT2	 (1) ADLCr2 OUTPUT DISCRETES
w 23. IDISOT2	 (2)
w 24 IDISOT2	 (3)
25 IDISOT2	 (4)
26 IDISOT2
	
(5)
27 IDISOT2	 6
28 MAL	 (1) MALFUNCTION CODE WORD
29 MAL	 (2)
f
)
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Figure 2-8 DEFINITION OF PROCEDURES DATA TRANSFER (continued)
INBUF PARAMETER
LOCATION NAME PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
30 NCRT	 (1) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - LEFT
31 NCRT	 (2) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - CENTER
32 NCRT	 (3) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - RIGHT
33 NCRT
	 (4) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - MISSION SPECIALIST
34 NCRT	 (5) CRT FORMAT NUMBER - PGP
35 IDISOTI (1) ADLC#1 OUTPUT DISCP,ETES
zo 35 IDISOTI (2)
37 IDISOTI (3)
38 IDISOTI (4)
39 IDISOTI (5)
40 IDISOTI (6)
7 41 SPARE
42 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER
F
L.:
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DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE DATA TRANSFER
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r{it;;;c DMA BLOCY. LOCATION PAVAmETER PARAMETER DEFINITION UNITS
RATE - NAME
s- 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC #1 2 CR CROSS RANGE Nil
3 DR DOWN RANGE Hid
4 R RANGE FT
5 QDOT HEATING RATE BTU/FT2-SEC,
6 HDOT ALTITUDE RATE FPS
7 VREL RELATIVE VELOCITY FPS
1 8 G G LOAD G
f 9 GX ACCELERATION IN X-AXIS G
10 GZ ACCELERATION IN Z-AXIS G
11 HDTC COMMIANDED ALTITUDE RATE FPS
12 ICOORD COORDINATE FLAG --
1/SEC nl 13 NONE
14 GMODE GUIDANCE NODE CHANGES --
15 NONE
G 20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER.
2 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TINE SEC	 j
5/SEC 2 BANK BANK ANGLE DEG
j 3 ALPHA ANGLE OF ATTACK DEG
4 LATITUDE VEHICLE GROUND TRACK LATITUDE DEG
5 LONGITUDE VEHICLE GROUND TRACY. LONGITUDE DEG
6 DELTAL LOCALIZER ERROR DOTS
i 7 DELTAG GLIDESLOPE ERROR DOTS
8 ELEV ELEVONd DEFLECTION; DEG
DEFLEC BODY FLAP nEI	 E:TION; DEG
10 ALT ALTITUDE FT
11 BCPiD COMMANDED BANK ANGLE DEG
12 FACHNO MACH NUMBER
1/SEC Wr 2 13 X FPS
14 Y	 MANEUVER VELOCITY COMPONENTS FPS	 i
15 Z FPS
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER SEC
3 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC r3 2 MAIN ENGINE GIMiKkL ANGLE DEG
3	 - " MAIN ENGIN E GIFuAL ANGLE DEG
lI 4 MAINENGINE C1 N BAl .ANGLE DEG
5 MAIN ENGINE GIi B'.L ANGLE DEG
6 NAIN ENGIN" GIMBAL ANGLE DEG
7 MAIN ENGINE GIMBAL ANGLE DEG
8 PBODY ROLL RATE DEG/SEC	 i
9 QBODY PITCH RATE DEG/SEC
10 RBODY YAW RATE DEG/SEC	
!
11 GCNO COMMANDED G LOAD G
12 VIAS INDICATED AIRSPEED KNOTS
1/SEC #3 13 NONE
14 NONE
15 NONE
20/SEC 16 1FRA MiE FRAME COUNTER
MDC W0011
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Figure 2-9 DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE DATA TRANSFER ( continued)
DATA BLOCK LOCATION! PARAMETER PARAI:ETER DEFINITION UNITS
L
AME
RATE i NAME
4 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC A 2 THETAH LOCAL HORIZONTAL ATTITUDE 6LH DEG
3 PHIH LOCAL HORIZONTAL ATTITUDE OLH DEG
4 PS1H LOCAL HORIZONTAL ATTITUDE V LH DEG
5 THETAI INERTIAL ATTITUDE 01 DEG
6 PHII 114ERIIAL ATTITUDE 01 DEG
7 PHII INERTIAL ATTITUDE ^I DEG
8 COMMANDED ATTITUDE 8C DEG
9 COMMANDED ATTITUDE OC DEG
10 COMMANDED ATTITUDE TPC DEG
11 RPOT RANGE POTENTIAL NM
12 TLD TOTAL LIFT TO DRAG RATIO -
1/SEC n4 13 PALT ONBOARD RADAR ALTITUDE FT
14 GS GROUND SPEED FPS
15 NONE
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER
5 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC sl 2-12 SAI4E AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 1
1/SEC ;;5 1.3 Noll:
14 NONE;::°
15 NOE7E
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER
I	 6 20; SEC 1 ! TIME	 GROUNND ELAPSED T 11'IF SEC	 j
5/SEC r2 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 2
1/SEC ;16 13 DEG
14 IMU ERRORS DEC'
15 DEG
20/SEC 16 IFRAME	 FRAME COUNTER,
7 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC r3 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 3.
1/SEC #7 13 ALTITUDE AT VEHICLE APOGEE NM
14 ALTITUDE AT VEHICLE PERICLE Nhi
15 NO I'l E
20/SEC 1E IFRAAE FRAME COUNTER
8 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC ;1 4 2-12 SAME AS 5 SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 4
1/SEC 7#8 13 FT
14 ONBOARD POSITION ERROR FT
15 FT
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER FT
9 20/SEC 1 !TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC #1 2-12 SAVE AS 5 SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 1
1/SEC 719 13 FPS
14	 " 014BOARD VELOCITY ERROR FPS
15 FPS
20/SEC 16 1FRAME FRAME COUNTER
i
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'Figure 2-9
	
DEFINITION OF PERFORNAINCE DATA TRANSFER ( continued)
FRAME DATA BLOCK LOCATION PARAi•IETER PARAMETER DEFJNITION UNITS
RATE NAME
10 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAP5ED TIME SEC
5/SEC #2 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 2
1/SEC #10 13	 • HORIZON SENSOR 1 ANGLES DEG
14 DEG
15 NONE
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER
11 20/SEC 1 TIME	 GROUND ELAPSED TINE SEC
5/SEC '#3 2-12 SAKE AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 3
1/SEC #11 13
HORIZON SENSOR 2 ANGLES
DEG
14 DEG
15 NONE
20/SEC 16 IFRAME	 FRliME COUNTER
12 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TINE SEC
5/SEC #4 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 4
1/SEC #12 13 INCLINATION ANGLE DEG
14 GAMMA FLIGHT PAT' DEG
15 NONE
20/SEC 16 IFP.Ai4E FRfd•IE COUNTER
13 20/ SEC 1 TIME	 GROUND ELAPSED TIi'E SEC
5/SEC rl 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRP.I %iE 1
1/SEC ;r` l3 13 HEAD	 MAGNETIC HEADING DEG
14 DEV	 HSI DEVIATIOiI DOTS
15
J HSI
RI	 HST DISTAICE Nm
20/SEC 16 IFRANE	 FRAME COUNTER
14 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC r2 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 2
I/SEC #14 13 X FT
14 Y VEHICLE POSITION VECTOR FT
15 Z FT
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER
15 20/SEC 1 TIME GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC #3 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 3
1/SEC #15 13 XDT FPS
14 YDT VELOCITY VECTOR FPS
15 ZDT FPS
20/SEC 16 IFP.Ar E FRAME COUNTER
16 20/SEC 1 TIME (GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC #4 2-12 SAME AS 5 /SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 4
1/SEC #16 13 STAR IDENTIFIER -
14 AZIMUTH ANGLE TO STAR DEG
15 ELEVATION Ai1GLE TO STAR DEG
20/SEC 16 1FRAME FRAME COUNTER
17 20/SEC 1 TIME	 (GROUND ELAPSED TINE SEC
5/SEC #1 2.12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAi;EIERS OF FRAME 1
1/SEC
	 it 13	 _ BALT	 'BARO ALTI^:EI'ER READING FTI
14 BAROMETRIC PRESSURE Ill.	 IIG.
L^—
15 HORIZON SENSOR ERROR DEG
_0/SEC 16 IFR l-;E
	
FRAFiE COUNTER
2-26
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Figure 2 -9	 DEFINITI01 OF PERFORMANCE DATA TRANSFER (continued)
FRAI;E	 I DATA BLOCK i LOCATIOil` PARAMETER PARAMETER DEFINITION UNITS
p PATE	 1 # NAME
18 20/SEC 1 TIME ! GROUND ELAPSED TIME SEC
5/SEC 171 2 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 2
1/SEC n18 13 DEG
14 HORIZON SENSOR ERRORS DEG,
15 DEG
20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER
19 20/SEC 1 TIME I GROUND ELAPSED TIi4E SEC
5/SEC	 711 3 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PARAMETERS OF FRAME 3 i
1/SEC 1719 13 RCS RCS PROPELLANT USED LBS
14 OMS PROPELLANT USED LBS
15 ORB PROPELLANT REMAINING LBS	 f
. 20/SEC 16 IFRAME FRAME COUNTER i
2.0 20/SEC 1 TI14E	 I GROUND ELAPSED TIfiE SEC 1
5/SEC #4 2-12 SAME AS 5/SEC PAP.A!iETERS OF FRAf4E 4
1/SEC	 20 13 STDN STATION I.O. NUMBER -
14 STDN COVERAAGEADS TIME SEC
15 STDN COVERAGE LOS TIM SEC
20/SEC, 16 IFRAME	 FRAME COUNTER
i
t
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of discrete parameters and through multiplexing techniques. During a
simulation run, the transfer buffer is loaded by the SPS and contains
alternately odd and even frame procedures data. This provides discrete
procedural data every computation cycle, and a complete set of proce-
dures data (analog and discrete) every 2 computation cycles.
Figure 2-9 defines the performance data transfer. During the simulation
run, the transfer buffer contains one of the twenty frames of perform-
ance data. Each computatior. cycle, the transfer buffer is loaded by
the SPS with a new frame of data which the PPP reads and processes. A
complete set of performance data is transferred in . 20 computation cycles.
The data contents for the performance data transfer contains trajectory
related parameters. A review and modification of the performance buffer
is recommended to incorporate systems related data.
PPP Program Description
During the performance of the Commercial Applicability task and the
Applications to Other Simulators task, discussed in Sections 2.3.5 and
2.3.7 respectively, it was determined that a program description docu-
ment was needed. This document should contain a detailed description
of the PPP software and unique implementation techniques, and should be
maintained with the PPP development activities on the same frequency as
the user's guide.
ACPDT Design Note No. 7 documents the initial version of the PPP program
description. The document was later revised, at the end of the study
performance period, and republished as ACPDT Design Note No. 12. The
design note includes a brief description of the PPP user interface
followed by detailed discussions of the 1) SPS/PPP data transfer, 2) the
PPP applications software, 3) utilization of CDC 6400 systems software,
4) PPP data base design, and 5) PPP data file utilization.
PPP User's Guide
McDonnell Douglas Report MDC W0009 (Procedures and Performance Program
User's Guide) was prepared to describe the operations required to use
the PPP to-obtain desired procedures and performance data output. The
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material presented provides the PPP user with general information on the
PPP system hardware and software and the integrated PPP/SPS system.
Program activation and deck structure discussions are included which
describe the initialization, run, and post-run operations. Operations
required to activate and terminate the PPP and SPS for an actual or simu-
lated SPS run, as siroown in Figure 2-10, are described in detail.
A detailed diSCG Sion is presented for the display struck__, user
command interface, and PPP operational phases: Display contents and
available user commands are discussed in detail.
A rigorous discussion of the PPP support data is also presented. Contents
of the PPP data base, and procedures for accoinplishing PPP/GDP data
transfer are discussed.
Four appendicies are included which present 1) the PPP execute deck
contents, 2) example format descriptors and resultant formats, 3) avail-
able PPP data output formats, and 4) SPS performance parameter data.
PPP Math Flow Charts
PPP mathflow charts were developed to serve as the detailed design tool
which translates the prog-,-am requirements into detailed software imple-
mentation requirements. These math flow charts not only served -s a
development aid, but upon contract completion they represent the most
detailed documentation of the program with the exception of the computer
listing.
McDonnell Douglas Report MDC W0010 (Procedures and Performance Program
Math Flow Charts) documents the final version of the math flows and
represents the PPP design at the completion of the Advanced Crew Pro-
cedures Development Techniques Study.
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2.3.3 Develop Computer Program
The purpose of this task was to translate the PPP computer program re-
quirements `nto detailed software requirements consistent with the base-
line hardware system and computer system software. The scope of the
task included: 1) requirements traceability and top-level functional
definition of the software, 2) detailed software design (mathflows),
coding and checkout, and 3) coordination of the SPS interface.
PPP Software/Requirements Implementation
PPP is required, due to interface constraints with the SPS and its
functional requirements, to execute within 470008 (20'K 10 ) words of core,
The program design makes use of overlays where practical in order to
stay within this core limitation. Those requirements which must be
satisfied continually have been assigned to the main overlay. Those
requirements which are satisfied on an as-requested basis are assigned
to primary or secondary overlays.
The design of the PGP incorporates four basic features:
1) Modular design to simplify identification of necessary program
structures,
2) Real-time processing to provide the interface between the PPP
and the SPS,
3)\ Multi-computational-loops to ensure integrity of required data
processing, and
4) Data driven design to allow user definition of critical para-
meters which define the format of the procedures data and
evaluation data.
The PPP has been designed to operate in real-time and non-real time,
and to accept user inputs via punch cards or interactive terminals.
Modular design of the PPP has been accomplished by assigning the computer
program requirements to nineteen modules, and by further assignment of
the requirements to subroutines and subroutine entry points within each
module. The nineteen PPP modules that were defined are listed below:
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1. Initialization (INITIAL);
	
1
2. Sequence Control (SEQCON);
3. Real-time Interface (RTFACE);
4. Input/Output (INOUT);
5. Procedures Processor (PP,OCPR);
6. Difference Procedures Processor (DIFPPR);
7. Performance Processor (PERFPP,);
8. Performance Evaluation Processor (EVALPR);
9. Procedures Formatter (PRO U"');
10. Difference Procedures Formatter (DIFPFM);
11. Performance Data Formatter (PERFFM);
12. Performance Evaluation Formatter (EVALFM);
13. Training Formatter ('RAINFM);
14. Post-Run (POSTRUN);
15. Real-Time Input/Output (RTIO);
16. Graphics Formatter Module (GRAPHFM);
17. GDP to PPP Transfer Processor (GDPPGP);
18. PPP Support Subroutines (SUPSUB);
19. PPP Support Function Routine (SUPFUNC).
The requirements of the ACPD'i Study were implemented by first assigning
the requirements to the appropriate module within the existing PPP soft-
ware (i.e., those modules defined on the CPDT Study). In some cases it
was necessary to identify new modules to satisfy the requirements.
Following this requirements traceability, a top-level functional design
and modification or detailed desi g n of the PPP software was performed.
The requirements of the ACPDT Study were assigned to the appropriate
module as shown in Figure 2-11. The requirements are listed by para-
graph number from the Requirements Document. The columns of the figure
represent the modules. A module's area of responsibility is indicated
by the requirements subparagraph number. Those requirements which were
defined for later implementation are shown in a separate column. These
requirements are primarily those effected by the design status of the SPS.
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Figure 2-11 Top Level ACPDT Requirements Traceability Matrix
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The PPP program design may be summarized by three computation loops:
(1) Real-Time Cycle (RTC), (2) Real-Time Input/Output Cycle (RTIOC),
and (3) Major Cycle (MC). The RTC provides the interface with the SPS
and the processing required to assemble the run data. The RTIOC pro-
cesses mass storage data transfer of run data. The MC processes user
commands, run data selected for display, and data base input/output.
The purpose of this multi-loop design is to insure that (1) processing
of the SPS data to run data in the RTC is accomplished, and (2) pro-
cessing of the run data transfer to mass storage in the RTIOC is
accomplished regardless of any user intervention within the MC. Figure
	 l
2-12 describes the generalized flow of processing and data exchange of
the PPP during the real time mode.
A more detailed discussion of the software design may be found in ACPDT
Design Note No. 12 (Procedures and Performance Program Description).
	 i
i
i
CDC _243 Implementation
One of the major accomplishments of this contract was the incorporation
of the CDC 243 graphics display system into the PPP system. Implement-
ation of the CDC 243 required a combined effort of the NASA, CDC analyst,
and the PPP staff. Timely procurement of the-hardware components was
accomplished by NASA; implementation and verification of the CDC 243
hardware and grid resident software (including system modifications)
was the responsibility of the CDC analyst; and finally, implementation
of the PPP applications software was the responsibility of the PPP
software group.
Rapid familiarization and final utilization of the CDC 243 system was
obtained by a building block philosophy. Initial familiarization with
the system was obtained by the example CDC 243 software applications
program QDEHO contained in the CDC 243 Software Reference Manual. The
program was a valuable study guide and example for the PPP applications.
The second step in the process eras the development of an off-line batch
program DRAWIT. The program contained a complete display of the CDC 243
format descriptor construction data. This program was used for developing
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1) techniques of communication with the keyboard/lightpen, 2) sensing
	
IC	 and processing of commands from the user interface, 3) developing
techniques and establishing requirements to read and write display back-
ground data to and from mass storage files, and 4) designing the inter-
face with the existing PPP software. This program eventually became an
integral part of the PPP and provided the capability to define a graphics
format.
The final step in the development of the graphics capability was the
design and interface of the graphics system in real time. This was
successfully accomplished. The capability is provided to plot a maximum
of nine (3 dependent parameters each versus 3 independent parameters)
plots on a single graphics display. The user has the capability to
define: the plot characteristics pre-run.
Currently the graphics capability requires additional core utilization
and can only be exercised utilizing the PPP simulated run option. Core
	
i
	 reduction in this area was in work at the end of the contract performance
period.
PPP/GDP Data Transfer
The ACPDT contract called for the implementation of a capability to
provide data transfer between the PPP and the GDP. Two approaches were
specified to provide this capability. Approach 1 specified direct
transfer from the PPP to the GDP utilizing the Hazeltine 4000G terminal
as the interface. Approach 2 specified the capability to exchange data
between the two systems via ma gnetic tape.
Work was not accomplished on Approach 1 because of the failure to provide
the MDT5CO requested modification to the CDC 6400 system software. The
INTERCOM support software, required in the C0C 6400 to provide communi=
cation between the CDC 6400 computer and the Hazeltine 4000G Terminal
was not delivered to the PPP staff according to the requested schedule.
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Approach 2 however, was successfully implemented. The capability is
provided in the PPP to recorded real-time and during post run displays
on a mass storage file in a format which when copied to magnetic tape
can be read into the GDP system. The capability is provided to transfer
to the GDP any PPP generated display format.
An interpretive software program, GDPPGP, was developed during this
contract to support the data transfer from the GDP to the PPP. This
program reads and interprets a GDP magnetic tape containing a procedures
document. The program process the data on this tape and creates a
reference procedures data file in the format which is understandable by
the PPP.
Training Scripts and Training, Status Data
The capability was implemented during this contract to display and
record training script and training status data. This information is
intended to provide training instructors with a record of their action
during SPS/PPP operations and to provide a record of the SPS/PPP training
activities.
Training Script data is generated during SPS/PPP operations. The PPP
software monitors and records operator actions at the PPP and SPS control
consoles.. The PPP in the post-run or "Hold" modes can display these
operations in a timeline format. Hardcopy output of this script infor-
mation provides valuable information of the user operations during
training exercises.
Training Status data is maintained by the PPP to provide a detailed record
of SPS training activities. The data may be presented in a manner, defin-
able by the user, which indicates all crew training activities, each crew-
mans training activity, each missions crew training status, non-crew
related utilization of the PPP/SPS system, or total system utilization.
Candidate training script and training status display formats and their
contents are presented in Appendix A.
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Display Reconstruction
The purpose of this activity was to design, implement, and checkout
the PPP software necessary to support the PPP display reconstruction
capability requirement as specified in the PPP Requirements Document.
Implementation of this capability required the development of a file
synchronization routine and modifications to existing display formatter
modules and the user interface module. The capability was successfully
implemented to provide the user the ability to request display recon-
struction to any time during simulation for the Procedures, Performance
Data, Performance Evaluation and Graphics display formats. The capability
is provided during the real time "Hold" and the post run modes of the
combined SPS/PPP operations. An automatic sequence capability of the
displays to the current time is provided should the user progress to
"Run" during a "Hold reconstruction request.
The display reconstruction capability provides a valuable tool during
crew training sessions and for evaluation-of procedural and simulation
problems during post run evaluation sessions.
Scope 3.4 Modifications
This activity was required during the study contract in order to make
the PPP software compatible with the new CDC 6400 operating system. The
operating system was changed from Scope 3.3 to Scope 3.4. Minor problems
were encountered during the conversion. l?ith the aid of Frank Svejcar
(NASA-Flight Simulation Division) these problem areas were easily re-
solvable. Actual conversion, including checkout, required one month to
accomplish.
Software Modifications for SM Simulations
Early in the performance of this contracted effort, the SPS Entry Simula-
tion became obsolete, and was no longer maintained as a production
simulation within the SPS complex. • Continued development of the PPP
required integration with one of the continuing functional simulation
Loads of the SPS. The Systems Hanagement Simulation was chosen. One of
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the main reasons for selecting the Systems Management Simulation was the
fact that the sponsor requested output data from this simulation matched
directly to the procedures recording capability of the PPP.
In order to become operational with the Systems Management Simulation,
PPP software modifications were required to the Real-time Interface,
Procedures Processor, Procedures Formatter, Initialization, and Format
Descriptor Modules. These modifications were required because of the
unique data output requirement and the expanded procedures data
sensing requirements.
These modifications were successfully accomplished. The resulting Sys-
tems Management display format is shown in Figure 2-13. This format is
currently being used by the SPS Systems Management Simulation sponsor
to document crew training sessions and engineering evaluation runs on
the SPS.
Crew Station Configuration Capability
The capability was designed and implemented in the
detect, on user command, and display configuration
the initial SPS crew station configuration and the
data configuration. The capability provides rapid
configuration status prior to a run session, and s
utilization efficiency of the SPS when used.
PPP software to
differences between
selected reference
identification of
could increase the
The PPP operations to activate this capability were implemented such
that (1) PPP user performs the complete initialization operations in-
cluding the processing of the RUN command, (2) the SPS user performs
the necessary operations to place the SPS in the OPERATE mode (initial-
ize all SM systems), (3) the SPS is placed in the HOLD mode (no crew
station switch activity should occur between OPERATE and HOLD modes), (4)
the PPP user- initiates the PPP command ICOMPARE. These procedures
result in the automatic display of detected differences on the HOLD
Configuration . Difference format. *The comparison of the HOLD crew
station and reference state is performed. A maximum of 60 differences
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can be displayed to the.user on a total of 3 %Hold Configuration Differ-
ence formats. As the crew station is configured to correspond to the
reference, the 60 differences are updated. Eventually as all differences
are removed, the display data indicates that no differences exist.
Develop Program BUILD
Normally the creation of an SPS data tape for PPP checkout would be
accomplished by the process of PPP recording as output each data transfer
received from the SPS during a real time run. This recorded output is
saved on magnetic tape and can be used during'a simulated SPS run as
input data to the PPP. The simulated SPS capability is used for real
time PPP checkout during periods when the SPS crew station is being
utilized for applications other than PPP.
Because of the limited time (early in the contract) the PPP had to run
with the SPS for checkout in conjunction with the Systems Management
Simulation, the recording of an SPS data transfer could nct be accom-
plished. Therefore, i*- was determined essential to develop an alternate
approach of creating an SPS data tape to support PPP checkout. A digital
computer program, BUILD, was developed which creates a simulated SPS data
transfer. Program BUILD, constructs an SPS data tape containing represent-
ative performance data buffer (contains data from an actual SPS Entry
Training Session) and a complete scenario of the procedures data buffer
(user may specify the initial configuration, and progressively set and un-
set discrete signals). The program also has the capability to provide a
simulated "Hold" mode with or without procedural activities during the "Hold"
This support program was initially essential and has since proven extremely
valuable in support of the checkout of the PPP capabilities in connection
with the Systems Management Simulation. Checkout of the PPP from the
data tapes created by BUILD was so successf0 that the limited SPS time
available for PPP checkout has resulted in minor modifications to the
PPP software. In several instances, PPP has worked so well, that PPP has
supported the.identification of discrepancies in the SPS patching panels
and software.
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PPP Working Paper No. 18 presents a functional description of Program
BUILD, its control parameters, and output data. Mathflows, FORTRAN
source code listing, and program control cards are presented.
2.3.4 PPP Real-Time Checkout
The purpose of this task was to define and execute PPP computer program
and system checkcases. The intent of these checkcases was to provide
the means to checkout and verify PPP operations and the SPS/PPP inter-
face on an integrated basis.
Check Case Preparation
PPP Working Paper No. 33 documents the detailed operations for the check-
out and verification of the PPP. These checkcases were developed by
modification of the original checkcases developed under the original
CPDT Study. The resulting checkcaseE include verification and checkout
of the CPDT and ACPDT capabilities. A comprehensive script of the PPP
operations and SPS operations necessary to perform each checkcase was
developed and documented.
A total of nine checkcases were developed. The objective of each are
described below:
Checkcase No. 1: PPP CRT DISPLAY CHECKOUT - The objective of this
checkcase is to verify the display format structure
and to exercise display callup and manipulation by
all possible methods.
Checkcase No. 2: PROCEDURES DATA TP.ANSFER AND DISPLAY VERIFICATION - This
checkcase exercises: 1) SPS crew station input and out-
put discrete data, 2) SPS CRT display request and
response, 3) SPS control station inputs including
malfunctions, and 4) PPP user console input data to
verify the transfer and display of procedures data.
Training data format generation is also verified by
this checkcase.
	 i
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Checkcase No.'3: PERFORMANCE DATA TRANSFER AND DISPLAY VERIFICATION -
The objective of this checkcase is to verify the
performance format generation. Performance evaluation
displays data content and auto sequencing is verified
along with the alphanumeric and graphical performance
data displays. A secondary objective of this check-
case is to verify the generation of the summary
procedures generation capability.
Checkcase No. 4: DIFFERENCE PROCEDURES VERIFICATION - This checkcase
supports verification of the difference procedures
capability. Hold difference, switch configuration
difference, sequence difference, summary difference,
and detailed difference listing capabilities are
verified. The display data source selection capability
is also verified.
Checkcase No. 5: DATABASE UPDATE CHECKOUT - This checkcase verifies
the PPP data base update capability and the display
format construction capability.
Checkcase No. 6: RECONSTRUCTION AND OUTPUT CHECKOUT - The objective of
this checkcase is to verify the display reconstruction
capability for the procedures, performance, performance
evaluation, and graphical performance displays. Hard-
copy and magnetic tape data output capability is also
verified.
Checkcase No. 7: ERROR DETECTION AND RECOVERY CHECKOUT - This checkcase
verifies the detection, error displa, , and recovery
procedures. Every user protected error is executed.
Checkcase No. 8: PPP/GDP TRANSFER VERIFICATION - This checkcase verifies
the capability to create a magnetic tape of PPP displays
to be.transferred to the GDP, and the capability to
accept from the GDP a reference procedures data tape.
r	
,
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Checkcase No. 9: PPP DATA ACCURACY VERIFICAT;ON - This checkcase
	
Ik
i
verifies the SPS to PPP data transfer during real-
time, hold, and post-run operations.
i
Further details of these checkcases, and a complete understanding of the
specific CPDT or ACPDT requirements verified by each checkcase are pre-
sented in Figures 2-14 and 2-15. These requirements versus checkcase
coverage matrices were developed to guarantee that all requirements have
been implemented and verified.
Check Case Execution
The original checkcases were developed to cover the Shuttle return sequence
starting at entry interface and continuing thru landing and rollout. The
existing PPP operational cap ability has been developed in conjunction with
the Systems Management Simulation which does not provide performance data
to the PPP. Therefore, a combination of real-time and simulated real-time
runs were used to support checkout. The simulated runs utilize data re- 	 i
corded from a return sequence run.made in December 1974. The simulated run
allows the capability to checkout all PPP capabilities associated with
performance data.
Checkcase execution proceded as expected with the identification of minor
program errors. Correction and reverification of these problems is pro-
gressing concurrent with the preparation of the final report. No problems
are anticipated. It should be noted that the problems that were identi-
fied were of such a minor nature that the PPP has already been put into
production operations in support of the crew training and engineering
evaluation sessions on the Systems i4ana,gement Simulation.
2.3.5 Commercial Applicability
The purpose of this task was to re-evaluate the applicability of the PPP
to the field of commercial aviation, taking into consideration the addi-
tional user interface devices (the CDC 243 Graphics Terminal and the
Generalized Document Processor Terminal), and the expanded program capa-
bilities developed since the initial evaluation performed under Contract
NAS 9-13660.
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Figure 2-14 Coverage Matrix: PPP Checkcase Versus CPDS Requirement
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Figure 2-15 Coverage Matrix: PPP Checkcase Versus ACPDT Requirement
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The original scope of this task included the continuation of the sub-
contract effort from United Airlines to investigate the application of
the PPP to current and future airline pilot training programs. However,
after several lengthy discussions involving the PPP staff, NASA and
United Airlines personnel, the general consensus was that a modified
task was desired.
A contract change authorization (CCA) was prepared which redefined the
scope of this task. The modified task required that the PPP staff pre-
pare and preser_t to a technical symposium a paper describing the PPP
and its application to the field of commercial aviation. A partial
survey of scheduled symposiums was taken and an abstract of the tech-
nical paper contents developed. PPP Working Paper No. 24 documents
the abstract.
As a result of potential program cost overruns, this task was eventually
deleted by another CCA.
2.3.6 Onboard Display Reconstruction
The purpose of this task was to develop the most feasible design approach
and requirements, and to provide the design and implementation plan for
the necessary hardware and software to provide the capability to recon-
struct the on-board CRT displays in the SPS.
The need for the capability to record and reconstruct onboard CRT displays
became apparent early in the ACPDT requirements definition activities.
This capability would considerably increase the efficiency of the SPS
as an instruction facility, as a tool for developing crew procedures
and techniques, and as a tool for engineering analysis. The increase
in efficiency would result front the elimination of SPS reruns due to the
inability to reconstruct a situation.
PPP Working Paper No. 32 documents the work performed relative to onboard
CRT reconstruction capability for the SPS. A detailed set of requirements
and the most feasible design approach are documented in the working paper.
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Hardware and software design and implementation of the capability was to
be the responsibility of the SPS support contractor with a target date
for completion set for September 1975. The capability, however, was
never implemented.
2.3.7 Applications to Other Simulators
The purpose of this task was to provide an input to the Shuttle Mission
Simulator (SMS) Statement of Work (SOW) that specified the requirement
for a PPP capability, Hardware and software requirements for the SMS
were to be specified in order to accommodate the PPP.
ACPDT Design Note No. 6 documents the
ments are presented for providing the
procedures development and evaluation
the PPP in conjunction with the SMS.
an SOW format. The study contract to
participated in a review and verified
that provided by the PPP was included
results of this task. The require-
capability to use the existing crew
digital computer program, designated
The requirements were documented in
-hnical monitor, Don Lewis, later
that a capability very similar to
in the actual SOW for the SMS.
2.3.8 PPP Demonstrations
The purpose of this task was to develop a demonstration plan and to per-
form actual demonstrations which would introduce the capabilities of the
PPP to potential users within the Crew Training and Procedures Division
and other interested NASA personnel.
Exercise No. 2 Demonstrations
CPDT Design No. No. 8 documents the Procedures Generation Program
Demonstration Plan. Two exercises .(Exercise 1 - PPP Operations: Pro-
cedures Generation and Performance Monitoring, and Exercise 2 - PPP
Difference Procedures) were planned to demonstrate the feasibility and
potential applications of the PPP. The plan was executed as part of
the Crew Procedures Development Techniques Study, Contract NAS 9-13660;
however, due to the unavailability of the SPS, only one session was
scheduled and executed for the Exercise 2 demonstration.
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Additional Exercise 2 demonstrations were performed under the Advanced
Crew Procedures Development Techniques Study: The results of these
demonstrations were documented in PPP Working Paper No. 17. Figure
2-16 presents the schedule and list of attendees at each of the demon-
stration sessions. A total of 11 people attended these demonstrations.
ACPDT Demonstration Plan
The demonstration of the expanded capabilities of the PPP developed under
the ACPDT contract was scheduled for the period of 8 September thru 19 Sept-
ember 1975. A demonstration plan was developed and documented in ACPDT
Design Note .:o. 11 to support these objectives. The demonstration was
designed to be performed in one exercise session consisting of two parts.
Part I of the exercise demonstrated the capabilities of the combined real-
time SPS/PPP system. Included was a presentation of the PPP capabilities-
for 1) initial crew station configuration verification, 2) PPP flight
display unit, 3) SPS instructor and crew station procedural recording,
4) reconstruction of PPP generated alphanumeric formats, and 5) training
script and training status display formats.
Part II of the exercise demonstrated the graphical data capability of
the PPP, and utilized the simulated SPS data capability to provide
dynamic data. Included was a presentation of the 1) PPP graphical data
formats, 2) PPP user interface with the CDC Interactive Graphics System,
and 3) r°aconstruction of graphical display formats.
ACPDT Demonstration Exercises
The proposed demonstration plan was successfully executed as scheduled
and proposed. A total of 54 potential users and managers attended the
different demonstration sessions. Figure 2-17 presents the resulting
schedule and list of attendees at each session.
During final checkout of the ACPDT demonstration, it was identified that
the PPP Flight Display Unit was not functioning as specified in the
original PPP requirements. The ability to callup an onboard CRT format
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from the PPP station was not implemented. The capability to allow
independent callup from . the PPP station was provided in the SPS prior
to the CCI (Crew Computer Interface) capability incorporation in the	
1
Systems Management Simulation. It is recommended that this capability 	 9
be re-implemented.
2.3.9 User Training
The purpose of this task was to develop and exercise a PPP User Training
Plan which introduces and trains potential users in the operation of
the PPP.
User Training Plan
In support of PPP operational activities, a plan was developed to train
potential users in the structure, capabilities, and mechanics of PPP
operations. HCPDT Design No. No. 13, documents the details of this PPP
training plan. The plan consists of five sessions to familiarize users
with the PPP system. The PPP User Guide, MDC W0009, is used extensively
to support each session.
Each training session is designed to provide the user knowledge in the
use of the PPP system. The first session provides a detailed description
of PPP hardware, program structure, program activation, initialization
and termination operations, typical display format content, and operations
associated with display format selection. Session two provides the
operations to access and a detailed loot: at the procedures, performance
(alphanumeric and graphical) and training data available during real-
time and post-run activities. Session three provides details on differ-
ence procedures capabilities and operations including reference data
output and difference procedures test data construction. Session four
provides the operations associated with data transfers between the PPP
and GDP systems. Finally, session five provides the details on user
format construction and data base definition capabilities.
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User Training Sessions
No formal training sessions were held during this contract. The contract
Technical Monitor, however, received several -hours of informal user
training in the operations of the PPP. His training was obtained during
the execution of the checkcases in support of PPP verification.
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Section 3
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 CONCLUSIONS
The PPP has been developed and documented in complete satisfaction of
the Advanced Crew Procedures Development Techniques contract requirements.
Demonstration of the feasibility of an automated procedures recording
and evaluation digital program was accomplished under the Crew Procedures
Development Techniques Study, Contract NAS 9-13680. The basic objectives
of this the Advanced Crew Procedures Development Techniques Study,
Contract 9-14354, were 1) to expand the initial program capabilities,
2) to provide :.;n operational computer program to support the Shuttle
Procedures Simulation, and 3) to incorporate-new user interface devices
which expend the capabilities of the baseline system. Successful com-
pletion of these objectives are demonstrated by current operational
support the PPP is providing to the production simulation exercises of
the Systems Management load of the SPS.
Development and utilization of the PPP indicates that a valuable support
tool now exists for simulation, training and procedures development
personnel on the SPS.
3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
A number of new and modified requirements have been identified thru the
PPP development and utilization. These requirements are currently being
studied and incorporated into the PPP under separate contract. The
program in its operational state is being utilized to support SPS pro-
duction simulation exercise. Therefore, as the users of the PPP identify
additional desired capabilities, it is recommended that they be studied
and appropriate requirements implemented.
The SPS providesseveral different functional simulation loads (ASCENT,
ENTRY, SYSTEMS WAGEMENT, etc.).- However, due to computer facility
resource constraints of available core and processing time, the PPP is
3-1
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is not able to-run in conjunction with all of, these loads. It is recom-
mended that the SPS design be analyzed for potential reductions of core 	 {
and time utilization so that a combined SPS/PPP capability may be pro-
vided for all simulation loads.
It is recommended that the PPP performance data transfer buffer be re-
defined to incorporate systems related data (i.e., fuel cell, propellant,
and electrical power systems data).
PPP design recommendations have been established for the capability to
reconstruct onboard flight CRT's. It is recommended that these require-
ments and proposed design be studied and implemented in the SPS.
It is recommended that the capability to access onboard CRT display for-
mats from the PPP user console be re-implemented in the SPS.
It is recommended that activities continue on the activation of the
INTERCOM software capability on the CDC 64D0. Upon completion of that
activity, it is recommended that PPP modifications be defined and
implemented to provide direct data transfer between the GDP and PPP.
It is further recommended that the PPP, or a system with similar cap-
abilities, be incorporated in the various simulators which support the
S;.uttle program development. Design evaluation, procedures development,
and crew training activities on the various simulators would be more
effective and useful if a procedures and performance system similar to
the PPP were provided.
3-2
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Section 4
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Several different documentation formats have been used to publish the
progress and results of the Advanced Crew Procedures Development
Techniques Study. These documentation formats and a summary of their
contents are as follows:
MDC Reports - These documents correspond to the line item reports
specified in the Data Requirements List of the contract. Delivery
of these reports to NASA represents satisfactory completion of a
major milestone of the project schedule.
Design Notes - These documents present technical information re-
sulting from the completion of specific tasks performed on the
study. They include topics concerning program verification, pro-
gram development, data processing, simulation results, hardware
modification, user aids, advanced techniques, commercial applica-
tions, and application to other simulators.
Working Papers - These documents represent informal publication of
work as it is in progress within the PPP technical staff. Draft
material documenting the development of a PPP Module or subroutine,
or documentation of technical data to be exchanged among the PPP
staff is published in a working paper.
Miscellaneous - Several reports required by the contract do not
logically fall into any of the above categories. These include
computer listings and tapes and status reports of the contract.
A complete annotated bibliography of the documentation prepared under
the Advanced Crew Procedures Development Techniques Study is presented
in figure 4-1. Included in the figure is the report title, number, date
of publication, list of authors, and synopsis of the contents of each of
the documents written. The bibliography is subdivided according to the
four format categories described above.
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